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Will spend quite a bit 
of time on this 
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�  Once upon a time, high energy physics moved forward by going to 
higher energies and “seeing what came out”. 
¡  The last time this happened was the discovery of the tau lepton and b 

quark in the 70s! 

�  For the last 40 years, all other discoveries have been preceded by 
strong indirect evidence 
¡  Kèµ+µ- suppression è charm quark 
¡  CP Violation è third generation 
¡  Weak decays è W and Z particles and their masses 
¡  Precision tests at LEP and elsewhere è top and Higgs masses 

�  With the discovery of the Higgs, we now find ourselves without 
guidance for the first time in half a century 
¡  The LHC was “guaranteed” to discover the Higgs (or it would have been 

even more interesting) 
¡  No one knows the next “sure bet” energy! 

�  If the past is any indicator, such guidance will likely come 
from indirect evidence. 
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�  The muon was originally discovered 
in 1936 Anderson and Neddermeyer 
while studying cosmic ray data 

�  Hypothesized to be Yukawa’s 
proposed mediator of the nuclear 
binding force, but did not interact 
strongly 
¡  Yukawa’s particle was the pion 

�  Excited electron? 
¡  If so, expect 
¡  Not seen! 

�  The muon was observed to decay to 
electron+”something invisible” with 
a spectrum consistent with a three 
body decay 
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µ→ e+γ

Fast forwarding (and skipping a whole bunch of stuff)… 



Hadronic 
Calorimetry 

Charged 
Tracking 

Electromagnetic 
Calorimetry 

Particle ID 
(sometimes) 

Precision 
Tracking 

e±
γ

π ±,K ±, p, p

KL ,n,n

µ±

�  Mass: 105.66 MeV/c2 (~200me ~0.1mp) 
�  Charge: ±e 

�  Spin: ½ħ (fermion) 
�  Lifetime: 2.2 µsec (cτ=660m) 

�  Interactions: Electromagnetic and Weak, but NOT strong 

�  Because muons are so much heavier than electrons, they are very 
penetrating 
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Combine 
to form 

hadrons 

Free 

Mediate 
interactions 

Weak charged current 
interactions “flip” 
fundamental fermions 
(analogous to EM spin flip) 

Fermions Bosons 

Neutrino mixing 
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n→ p+ e− +νe

beta decay

e+e− → µ+µ−



�  In both the quark and lepton sector, the weak eigenstates are 
related to the mass eigenstates by a unitary matrix 

 
�  However, because the neutrino mass differences are so small, the 

phenomenology is very different 
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Quarks: generational 
transitions observed 

Leptons: weak transitions and 
mixing proceed separately 

c s

W

Vcs

c d

W

Vcd

µ νµ

W

Pure weak state. Propagates 
as a superposition of mass 
eigenstatesè”neutrino 
mixing” 

µ νe

W

“almost” diagonal ~maximum mixing 

NOT observed! 
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l le lµ
µ− 1 0 1
total 1 0 1

l le lµ
e− 1 1 0
νe −1 −1 0
νµ 1 0 1

total 1 0 1

l le lµ
µ− 1 0 1
p 0 0 0

total 1 0 1

l le lµ
νµ 1 0 1

n 0 0 0
total 1 0 1

muon decay 

µ+pèν+n 

Both lepton number and lepton “flavor” (generation) 
number are individually conserved* 

*except in neutrino mixing 



�  Forbidden in Standard Model 

�  Observation of neutrino mixing shows 
this can occur at a very small rate 

�  Photon can be real (µ->eγ) or virtual 
(µN->eN) 

�  Standard model branching ratio  
~O(10-52)  (effectively zero) 

µ− e−

0Z

Flavor Changing Neutral 
Current (FCNC): 

Higher order dipole “penguin”: 

µν eν

Virtual ν mixing 

W
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µ−

0Z

µ−

Neutral Current Scattering 

OK 



� Because extensions to the Standard Model couple the 
lepton and quark sectors, Charged Lepton Flavor 
Violation (CLFV) is a nearly universal feature of such 
models. 

� The fact that it has not yet been observed already 
places strong constraints on these models. 

� CLFV is a powerful probe of multi-TeV scale dynamics 
¡  complementary to direct collider searches 

� Among various possible CLFV modes, rare muon 
processes offer the best combination of new physics 
reach and experimental sensitivity 
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? 

? 

? 

Flavor Changing 
Neutral Current 

� Mediated by virtual(!) massive neutral 
Boson, e.g. 
¡  Leptoquark 
¡  Z’ 
¡  Composite 

� Approximated by “four fermi interaction” 

Dipole (penguin) 

�  Can involve a real photon 

�  Or a virtual photon 

? 

? 

? 
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µ e

?

?  M? ≫ mµ



� Only the “dipole”-like reactions can lead to a decay 

� However, if we capture a muon on a nucleus, it could 
exchange either a virtual photon or other (as yet 
unknown) neutral boson with the nucleus 
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µ
e

γ

?
µ→ e+γ

µ e

γ *

? µ e

?



�  Similar to µ→eγ, with important advantages:
¡  No combinatorial background. 
¡  Because the virtual particle can be a photon or heavy neutral boson, this 

reaction is sensitive to a broader range of new physics. 

�  Relative rate of µ→eγ and µN→eN  is the most important clue 
regarding the details of the physics 

µ

~105 MeV e-  

•  When captured by a nucleus, a muon will 
have an enhanced probability of exchanging 
a virtual particle with the nucleus. 

•  This reaction recoils against the entire 
nucleus, producing a mono-energetic 
electron carrying most of the muon rest 
energy 
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Ee =mµc
2 −

mec
2( )
2

2mNc
2



� We will measure the rate of  
µ to e conversion… 

…relative to ordinary µ capture 

� This is defined as  
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µ e

?

µ− νµ

W

NZ → NZ−1( )

Rµe ≡
Γ µ−N(A,Z )→ e− +N(A,Z)( )

Γ µ−N(A,Z)→  νµ + %N (A,Z-1)( )



�  Best Limits 
¡  Rµe<7x10-13 (Sindrum-II 2006) 
¡  Br(µèeγ) < 6x10-13 (MEG 2013) 

¡  Br(µè3e) < 1x10-12 (Sindrum-I 1988) 
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Mu2e will measure: 

Not quite  
apples-to-apples,  
but… 

Rµe ≡
Γ µ−N(A,Z )→ e− +N(A,Z)( )

Γ µ−N(A,Z)→  νµ + %N (A,Z-1)( )

Goal: single event sensitivity of Rµe=3x10-17 

90% C.L.  

R. Berstein 



� We are not planning to make a measurement and 
compare it to a calculation. 

� We are looking for something that (effectively) doesn’t 
exist in the Standard Model. 

� Our goal is to build a experiment with negligible 
backgrounds, such that any observed signal would be 
unambiguous evidence of new physics. 

� We planning for a improvement of roughly four orders of 
magnitude in sensitivity over the best previous 
measurement. 
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Probability*of…
rolling'a'7'with'two'dice
rolling'a'12'with'two'dice
getting'10'heads'in'a'row'flipping''a'coin
drawing'a'royal'flush'(no'wild'cards)
getting'struck'by'lightning'in'one'year'in'the'US
winning'Pick?5
winning'MEGA?millions'lottery'(5'numbers+megaball)
your'house'getting'hit'by'a'meteorite'this'year
drawing'two'royal'flushes'in'a'row'(fresh'decks)
your'house'getting'hit'by'a'meteorite'today
getting'53'heads'in'a'row'flipping'a'coin
your'house'getting'hit'by'a'meteorite'AND'you'being'
struck'by'lightning'both'within'the'next'six'months
your'house'getting'hit'by'a'meteorite'AND'you'being'
struck'by'lightning'both'within'the'next'three'months

1.67E?01
2.78E?02
9.77E?04
1.54E?06
2.00E?06
5.41E?08
3.86E?09
2.28E?10
2.37E?12
6.24E?13
1.11E?16

1.14E?16

2.85E?17
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Single event 
sensitivity of Mu2e 

~90% C.L. goal 
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κ

Mass Scale

Rate ∝ 1
Λ4

#

$
%

&

'
(

Best µ→ eγ  limit
Best µN→ e "N  limit

Our goal:  
  104 in rate 
  10 in mass 

(different for different models) 

A. de Gouvea 



Example Sensitivities* 

CΛ = 3000 TeV

-4
HH µµµeg =10 ×g

Compositeness 

Second Higgs 
doublet  

ʹ′

→

2
Z

-17

M = 3000 TeV/c
B(Z µe) <10

Heavy Z’,        
Anomalous Z    

coupling 

Predictions at 10-15 
Supersymmetry 

2* -13
µN eNU U =8×10

Heavy Neutrinos 

L

2
µd ed

M =

3000 λ λ  TeV/c

Leptoquarks 

*After W. Marciano 
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No µèeγ signal 
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*from Altmannshofer, Buras, et al, Nucl.Phys.B830:17-94, 2010 

SUSY Models 

All SUSY models 
predict both µèeγ 
and µNèeN 
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p
π

π
π

µ
µ
µ

Hit a target 
with protons 

This produces 
mostly pions 

These quickly 
decay to muons 

π − → µ− +νµ

π + → µ+ +νµ

τ
π ±
=  26 ns

τ
µ±
=  2200 ns

Muons go much further 



�  Very high rate 
�  Peak energy ~53 MeV 
�  Must design detector to be very 

insensitive to these. 

�  Nucleus coherently balances 
momentum 

�  Rate approaches conversion 
(endpoint) energy as  
~(Econversion-E)5 

�  Drives resolution 
requirement.  

N 

−e
−µ eν

µν
−µ eν

µν

−e

In-flight Decay: Coherent DIO: 
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We want to be blind to this 
(acceptance)  

We must 
resolve this 



� There are significant backgrounds related to the 
production and transport of the muons. 
¡  Radiative π- capture 

    π-N →N*γ, γZ → e+e-  
¡  Muon decay in flight 

    µ- → e-νν
¡  Pion decay in flight 

    π- → e-νe 

¡  Prompt electrons 

� General approach 
¡  Produce muons 
¡  Transport muons to target where some are captured. 
¡  Wait(!) for prompt backgrounds to go away 
¡  Open detection window to look for conversion of captured 

muons. 
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Biggest problem 



�  Most backgrounds are 
prompt with respect to the 
beam 
¡  Mostly radiative pion capture 

�  Previous experiments 
suppressed these 
backgrounds by vetoing all 
observed electrons for a 
period of time after the 
arrival of each proton. 
¡  This leads to a fundamental 

to a rate limitation. 

µ->e Conversion: Sindrum II 

Rµe ≡
Γ µ−Au→ e−Au( )
Γ µ−Au→ capture( )

< 7×10−13

 DIO tail 
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Cosmic 
Background 



� Eliminate prompt beam backgrounds by using a primary 
beam consisting of short proton pulses with separation 
on the order of a muon life time 

� Design a transport channel to optimize the transport of 
right-sign, low momentum muons from the production 
target to the muon capture target. 

� Design a detector which is very insensitive to electrons 
from ordinary muon decays, and has excellent tracking 
resolution.  

~200 ns ~1.5 µs 

Prompt 
backgrounds 

live window 
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“Nothing” between 
bunches è ”Extinction” 



� Particles in a solenoidal field will 
generally move in a helical path  

� Low momentum particles are 
effectively “trapped” along 
the field lines 
¡  We use this to transport muons 

� A particle trapped along a curved 
solenoidal field will drift out of the  
plane of curvature 
¡  This is how we will resolve muon charge 

and momentum in the transport line 

� For higher momentum particles, the curvature can be 
used to measure momentum 
¡  This is how we will measure the momentum of electrons from the 

capture target 
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10 MeV/c particle will have a 
radius of 3 cm in a 1 T field 
 



�  Production Target 
¡  Proton beam strikes target, producing mostly pions 

�  Production Solenoid 
¡  Contains backwards pions/muons and reflects slow forward pions/muons 

�  Transport Solenoid 
¡  Selects low momentum, negative muons 

�  Capture Target, Detector, and Detector Solenoid 
¡  Capture muons on target and wait for them to decay 
¡  Detector blind to ordinary (Michel) decays, with E ≤ ½mµc2 
¡  Optimized for E ~ mµc2 
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Production 
Solenoid 

Transport 
Solenoid 

Detector 
Solenoid 
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Decreasing field 
prevents particle 
trapping and 
excessive straggling 



p

�  Produces pions which 
decay into muons 

�  Tungsten Target 
¡  8 kW beam 
¡  700 W in target 
¡  Radiatively cooled 

�  Heat Shield 
¡  Bronze insert 
¡  3.3 kW average heat load 
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Remember, this is inside a 
superconducting magnet 

Target rod 

Support 
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• Axially graded (~5Tè2.5T) solenoid captures low energy backward and 
reflected pions, directing to the Transport Solenoid 

Chapter 7: Solenoids 

Mu2e Conceptual Design Report 

7-9 

muon yield at the stopping target; a lower field value would still allow the experiment 
to operate, albeit with a ~10% decrease in stopped muons.  This range is reflected in 
the PS parameter table where applicable.  

 
In this section the various Production Solenoid design features (conductor, coil, 

and cryostat) are presented.  This is followed by a summary of the studies that have 
been performed to show how the PS design meets the project’s requirements. Details 
of these studies have been documented in various design notes [9][13][14][15]. 

 

Figure 7.2. Cross Section of the 3-coil design of the axially graded Production Solenoid. 

Conductor Design 
Figure 7.3 shows a cross section of the Production Solenoid conductor. The 

conductor consists of copper-clad NbTi superconducting strand formed in a 
Rutherford cable and stabilized with structurally enhanced aluminum. The nickel 
doped aluminum alloy was chosen to be a compromise between a high RRR and good 
mechanical strength. The insulation type and thickness were chosen to meet the 
required voltage standoff while minimizing the thermal barriers that could impede 
efficient conduction cooling.   

 
The PS employs a composite cable insulation made of polyamide and pre-preg 

glass tapes. This type of insulation, originally developed for the TRISTAN/TOPAZ 
solenoid, was also used in the ATLAS Central Solenoid [18]. The cable is insulated 

Mu2e Conceptual Design Report 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 

7-16 

Figure 7.9. Axial field profiles on the Production Solenoid axis. Different lines correspond to 
the maximum, zero and minimum trim currents. 

 
Figure 7.10. The design magnetic field Bz(r=0) in the PS2 region compared to field 
tolerances (dashed lines) at zero trim current. 

Magnetic Gradient 

start here

“bounce” here

Magnetic reflection  
(pinch confinement) 

p



�  Transports muons from production 
target to capture target 

�  Curved solenoid eliminates line-
of-sight backgrounds 

�  Collimator in center selects low 
momentum negative muons 
¡  RxB drift causes sign/momentum 

dependent vertical displacement 
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µ-

µ+



negligible   95.56  MeV 10.08 MeV .0726 µs ~0.8-1.5 Au(79,~197) 

0.16 

0.45 

Prob decay 
>700 ns 

104.18 MeV 

104.97 MeV 

Conversion 
Electron Energy 

1.36 MeV .328 µs 1.7 Ti(22,~48) 

0.47 MeV .88 µs 1.0 Al(13,27) 

Atomic Bind. 
Energy(1s) 

Bound 
lifetime 

Rµe(Z) / 
Rµe(Al) 

Nucleus 

⇒Aluminum is initial choice for Mu2e 

�  The probability of of exchanging a virtual particle with the 
nucleus goes up with Z, however 

�  Lifetime is shorter  for high-Z 
¡  Decreases useful live window 

�  Also, need to avoid background from radiative muon capture 
limits choices 
 
  −+

ʹ′→

ee
NN γνµ µ ⇒Want M(Z)-M(Z-1)  

< signal energy 
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� Multiple thin layers to allow 
decay or conversion electrons 
to exit with minimal scattering 
¡  17 Aluminum foils 
¡  200 µm thick 

� Stops 49% of arriving muons 
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Chapter 8: Muon Beamline  

Mu2e Conceptual Design Report 

8-27 

Detector Solenoid, a significant number of muons will strike the support structure and 
produce DIO electrons.  Therefore, the support structure must be made of a high Z 
material because the endpoint of the DIO spectrum and the muon lifetime decreases 
as Z increases.  The chosen material is tungsten. 

Figure 8.22. The conversion electron momentum spectrum of a target configuration of 17 
foils (black line), 8 foils (black dots), and 33 foils (red line).  For each target configuration, 
there are 500k muons that are required to convert to an electron when stopped in the target.  

Figure 8.23. The incident muon distribution overlaid with the stopped muon distribution for 
the geometry of 17 foils.  There are approximately 500k incident muons.  

Thermal Properties 
Beam electrons and muons deposit about 400 mW of heat in the muon stopping 

target.  The heat must be dissipated through a combination of radiation and 

Mu2e Conceptual Design Report 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 
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8.3.4 Muon Stopping Target 

The muon stopping target consists of 17 circular aluminum foils that are arranged 
coaxially. They are equally spaced 50 mm apart and have a thickness of 0.2 mm.  The 
radii range from 83 mm to 65 mm and are tapered with decreasing radii in the 
direction of decreasing magnetic field. The position of the target in the Detector 
Solenoid is such that the first foil is at 1.57 T and the last at 1.30 T. 

 
There are several physics requirements [4] that limit the choice of target material 

as well as the geometry. The selected material must have a conversion energy that is 
higher than the maximum photon energy from muon radiative capture (µ- + (A, Z) # 
(A, Z-1) + X + $), which can induce background. To avoid prompt backgrounds from 
the beam, data taking begins about 700 ns after the peak of the proton beam pulse.  
The lifetime of the muon in the target material (which decreases with increasing Z) 
must be long enough that a significant portion of the muons remain after 700 ns, but 
short enough that most decay before the next arriving proton pulse at about 1700 ns. 
However, the expected conversion rate increases with increasing Z, so that it is 
advantageous to choose a material with high Z. To reach the required sensitivity, at 
least 40% of the muons must stop in the target.  Finally, the target geometry must be 
chosen to minimize energy loss from potential conversion electrons, minimize 
background contamination from sources passing through the target (beam electrons, 
cosmic rays, etc.), maximize the interception with the muon beam, and minimize the 
rate of DIO electrons that can reach the tracker. A schematic of the proposed design is 
shown in Figure 8.19. 

Figure 8.19. Schematic of the stopping target and support.  

Conversion electron spectrum: 

Targets 

Support 
wires 

Foils 

µ−

e−

minimize 



Chapter 2: Project Overview 
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components causing them to reflect back towards the detector. The graded field also 
plays an important role in reducing background from high energy electrons that are 
transported to the Detector Solenoid by steadily increasing their pitch as they are 
accelerated towards the downstream detectors. The resulting pitch angle of these beam 
electrons is inconsistent with the pitch of a conversion electron from the stopping target. 
The actual detector components reside in a field region that is relatively uniform. The 
inner bore of the Detector Solenoid is evacuated to 10-4 Torr to limit backgrounds from 
muons that might stop on gas atoms. The graded and uniform field sections of the 
Detector Solenoid are wound on separate mandrels but housed in a common cryostat.  
The conductor is aluminum stabilized NbTi.  The gradient is achieved by introducing 
spacers to effectively change the winding density of the superconducting cable. The 
Detector Solenoid is shown in Figure 2.6. 
 

Figure 2.6 The Detector Solenoid is a large, low field magnet that houses the muon stopping 
target and the components required to identify and analyze conversion electrons from the 
stopping target. 

The solenoids are the cost and schedule driver for the Project. The Production and 
Detector Solenoids will be constructed in industry. The relatively unique Transport 
Solenoid will be designed and fabricated at Fermilab, though many of the components 
(superconducting cable, cryostats, etc.) will be procured from industry.  The make-buy 
decisions are based on the similarity of the Production and Detector Solenoids to other 
solenoids fabricated in industry and to the limited availability of resources at Fermilab. 
The superconducting cable required for the solenoids are long-lead items that must be 
procured early. 
 
Significant infrastructure is required to support the operation of the solenoids. This 
includes power, quench protection, cryogens (liquid nitrogen and liquid helium), control 
and safety systems as well as mechanical supports to resist the significant magnetic 
forces on the magnets.  

2.2.3 Secondary Muon Beam 
To reach the required experimental sensitivity Mu2e requires a significant number of 
negatively charged muons to be stopped in a thin target. To efficiently transport muons, 
minimize scattering off of residual gas molecules, minimize multiple scattering of 

� Graded field around stopping target to increase 
acceptance  
¡  Magnetic reflection again 

� Uniform field in tracking volume 
� Electromagnetic calorimeter to tag electrons. 
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µ Stopping 
Target(s) 

Proton 
Absorber 

Tracker EM Calorimeter 
Muon Absorber 
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Tracker

No material in the middle
• Only tracks with

pt > 53 MeV/c
can make hits

• DIOs from the peak do not
touch the tracker

Andrei Gaponenko 52 TRIUMF 2013-01-17

Most decays (pT<53 MeV/c) go 
down the middle (vacuum) 

Conversions hit 
multiple planes. 

Helical trajectory 

Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter to tag 
electrons 

Charged tracking 



�  To achieve the required resolution, must keep mass as low as possible 
to minimize scattering 

�  We’ve chosen transverse planes of “straw chambers” (~23,000 straws) 

 
�  Advantages 

¡  Established technology 
¡  Modular: support, gas, and electronic  

connections at the ends, outside of 
tracking volume 

¡  Broken wires isolated 

�  Challenges 
¡  Our specified wall thickness (15 µm)  

has never been done 
¡  Operating in a vacuum may be problematic 
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Chapter 9: Tracker 
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Figure 9.2. Outline of a tracker panel. Dimensions are in millimeters. 

 
Figure 9.3. Edge view of a panel showing the arrangement of straws within a panel. 
Dimensions are in millimeters. 

e−
• Track ionizes gas in tube 
• Charge drifts to sense wire at center 
• Drift time gives precision position 
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Figure 2.11 A section of a two-layer tracker straw plane.  The two layers are required for full 
efficiency and help resolve the left-right ambiguity.  

Figure 2.12 The Mu2e straw tube tracker. The straws are oriented transverse to the solenoid axis.  

The tracker is designed to intercept only a small fraction of the significant flux of 
electrons from muon decays-in-orbit. The vast majority of electrons from muon decay in 
orbit are below 60 MeV in energy (Figure 3.7). Only electrons with energies greater than 
about 53 MeV, representing a small fraction of the rate (about 3%) will be observed in 
the tracker. Lower energy electrons will curl in the field of the Detector Solenoid and 
pass unobstructed through the hole in the center of the tracker. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2.13. 
 
Tracker resolution is an important component in determining the level of several critical 
backgrounds. The tracker is required to have a high-side resolution of σ < 180 keV [6]. 
The requirement on the low side tail is less stringent since it smears background away 
from the signal region while a high-side tail smears background into the signal region.  
Current simulations indicate that the high side resolution of the Mu2e tracker can be well 
represented by the sum of two Gaussians. The high-side resolution, which is the most 
important for distinguishing conversion electrons from backgrounds, has a core 
component sigma of 115 KeV/c, and a significant tail sigma of 176 KeV/c. The net 



� The Calorimeter will be used to tag electrons 
¡  Electrons will deposit all of their energy 
¡  Muons will deposit a small amount of ionization energy 

� Two layers of 200 mm long BaF2 crystals 
¡  1860 total 
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The calorimeter may also be used in a software or firmware trigger to reduce the volume 
of data-to-storage. The calorimeter consists of 1860 BaF2 crystals located downstream of 
the tracker and arranged in two disks (Figure 2.14).  The crystals are of hexagonal shape, 
33 mm across flats and are 200 mm long. Each crystal is read out by two large-area 
APDs; solid-state photo-detectors are required because the calorimeter resides in a 1 T 
magnetic field.  Front-end electronics is mounted on the rear of each disk, while voltage 
distribution, slow controls and digitizer electronics are mounted behind each disk. A laser 
flasher system provides light to each crystal for relative calibration and monitoring 
purposes. A circulating liquid radioactive source system provides absolute calibration and 
an energy scale. The crystals are supported by a lightweight carbon fiber support 
structure.   

Figure 2.14. The Mu2e calorimeter consisting of an array of BaF2 crystals arranged in two 
annular disks.  Electrons spiral into the upstream faces. 

Cosmic Ray Veto 
Cosmic-ray muons are a known source of potential background for muon-to-electron 
conversion experiments like Mu2e. A number of processes initiated by cosmic-ray muons 
can produce 105 MeV particles that appear to emanate from the stopping target. These 
muons can produce 105 MeV electrons and positrons through secondary and delta-ray 
production in the material within the solenoids, as well as from muon decay-in-flight. 
The muons themselves can, in certain cases, be misidentified as electrons. Such 
background events, which will occur at a rate of about one per day, must be suppressed in 

Calorimeter*Disks*
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The calorimeter timing information can be used by the cluster reconstruction algorithm in 
several ways. For the cluster reconstruction itself, good time resolution helps in the 
connection/rejection of cells to the cluster and in the cluster merging. This, however, 
depends strongly on the geometry and granularity choice, and will be discussed further 
after a presentation of the baseline detector layout. Timing information can also be used 
to improve the pattern recognition in the tracker Figure 9.6 and add discriminating power 
to the identification of µ with respect to the electrons (PID). 

Figure 9.6. Distribution of the hits in the tracker before (left) and after (right) the application of a 
timing window based on timing information in the calorimeter. The situation for the pattern 
recognition is dramatically improved. 

9.4.1 Particle Identification and Muon Rejection 
Cosmic rays generate two distinct categories of background events: muons trapped in the 
magnetic field of the Detector Solenoid and electrons produced in a cosmic muon 
interaction with detector material. According to the most recent studies of the cosmic 
background [4], after 3 years of data taking one could expect about 2.2 events in which 
negative cosmic muons with 103.5 < P < 105 MeV/c enter the detector bypassing the 
CRV counters and surviving all analysis cuts. To keep the total background from cosmics 
at a level below 0.1 events, a muon rejection of 200 is required (Section 11.2). Timing 
and dE/dx information from the Mu2e tracker allows for limited PID capabilities [6]. 
However for a muon rejection factor of 200, the efficiency of the electron identification 
based on the tracker-only information could be 50% or even below. The energy and 
timing measurements from the Mu2e calorimeter (see Figure 9.7) provide information 
critical for efficient separation of electrons and muons in the detector. The calorimeter 
acceptance has been optimized such that (99.4+/-0.1)% of conversion electron (CE) 
events with tracks passing “Set C” quality cuts have a calorimeter cluster with E > 10 
MeV produced by the conversion electron. A reconstructed CE candidate event is 

� Very useful for timing 

Tracker Hits 
Before timing cut              After timing cut 



� We’ve talked about the experiment.  Now where do we 
put it? 

� We need a beam that looks kind of like this 

� This is where Fermilab comes in… 
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~ 1500−2000 ns

 ! 250 ns

"extinction"≡ out of time beam
in time beam

<10−10



Ø  1968: construction begins 
Ø  1972: first beams 

Ø  200è400 GeV proton beams 
Ø  Highest energy lab ever since 

Ø  ~1985: 
Ø  “Tevatron”: first superconducting 

synchrotron. 
Ø  900GeV x 900 GeV p-pBar collisions 

Ø  Upgraded in 1997 
Ø  Main Injector-> more intensity 
Ø  980 GeV x 980 GeV p-pBar collisions 
Ø  Intense neutrino program 

Ø  Soon the second most powerful collider 

Ø  Fermilab is now the only remaining US High 
Energy Physics Lab 

Ø  With the LHC now the highest energy 
collider, the lab must focus on different 
types of physics.  

until recently 
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�  The Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) advises the 
DOE Office of High Energy Physics. 

�  In 2013, the P5 was charged to determine priorities in US particle 
physics (primarily priorities for Fermilab) under various funding 
scenarios 

�  In 2014, the panel report recommended proceeding with Mu2e 
under all scenarios. 

�  So… full speed ahead! 
September 15, 2015 University of Maryland Colloquium 43 

Building for Discovery: Strategic Plan for U.S. Particle Physics in the Global Context 

TABLE 1 Summary of Scenarios A, B, and C. Each major project considered by P5 is shown, grouped by project size and listed in time order based on year of peak construction. 
Project sizes are: Large (>$200M), Medium ($50M-$200M), and Small (<$50M). The science Drivers primarily addressed by each project are also indicated, along with the 
Frontier technique area (E=Energy, I=Intensity, C=Cosmic) defined in the 2008 P5 report. 
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Project/Activity Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C

Table 1
Summary of Scenarios

 Large Projects

Muon program: Mu2e, Muon g-2 Y, Y Y     ✓ I

HL-LHC Y Y Y ✓  ✓  ✓ E

LBNF + PIP-II Y, Y Y, enhanced  ✓   ✓ I,C

ILC R&D only R&D, Y ✓  ✓  ✓ E

NuSTORM N N N  ✓    I

RADAR N N N  ✓    I

 Medium Projects

LSST Y Y Y  ✓  ✓  C

DM G2 Y Y Y   ✓   C

Small Projects Portfolio Y Y Y  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ All

Accelerator R&D and Test Facilities Y, reduced Y, Y, enhanced ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ E,I

CMB-S4 Y Y Y  ✓  ✓  C

DM G3 Y, reduced Y Y   ✓   C

PINGU Further development of concept encouraged  ✓ ✓   C

ORKA N N N     ✓ I

MAP N N N ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ E,I

CHIPS N N N  ✓    I

LAr1 N N N  ✓    I

 Additional Small Projects (beyond the Small Projects Portfolio above)

DESI N Y Y  ✓  ✓  C

Short Baseline Neutrino Portfolio Y Y Y  ✓    I

LBNF components 
delayed relative to 
Scenario B.

possibly small  
hardware contri- 
butions. See text.

some reductions with 
redirection to  
PIP-II development

Mu2e small reprofile 
needed

Scenarios Science Drivers



� As LHC takes over the Energy Frontier, Fermilab focuses 
on intensity-based physics 
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/Noνa 

/400 MeV 

/8 GeV 

120 GeV
+secondaries 

Recycler: Formerly 
for pBar storage, 

now for proton 
pre-stacking and 

maniplation 

Accumulator/Debuncher: 
Formerly for pBar 
accumulation, soon muon 
and proton manipulation 
(Delivery Ring for Mu2e) 

Neutrinos 

~45 years old! 

LBNF* 
(120 GeV) 

*proposed 



�  Accelerates protons from  
400 MeV to 8 GeV 

�  Operates in a 15 Hz resonant 
circuit 
¡  No time for beam manipulation 
¡  Can’t make required beam structure 

�  Sets a fundamental clock for the 
complex 
¡  15 Hz “tick” 

�  Sets a fundamental unit of protons 
¡  1 “batch” = up to ~4x1012 protons 

�  Since the can’t make the beam we need, how do we do it? 
¡  By using almost everything else! 
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Booster 

Main Injector/
Recycler 

Delivery Ring  
(formerly pBar Debuncher) 

Mu2e 

Ø  One Booster “batch” is 
injected into the Recycler (8 
GeV storage ring). 

•  4x1012 protons 

•  1.7 µsec long 

Ø  It is divided into 4 bunches of 
1012 each 

Ø  These are extracted one at a 
time to the Delivery Ring 

•  Period = 1.7 µsec  

Ø  As a bunch circulates, it is 
resonantly extracted to 
produce the desired beam 
structure. 

•  Bunches of ~3x107 protons 
each 

•  Separated by 1.7 µsec 

Exactly what we need 



� A set of resonant dipoles in the beam deflects beam 
such that only in-time beam is transmitted through a 
system or collimators: 

� Think miniature golf 
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At collimator: At dipole: 

In time 

Out of 
time 

x

!x

Angular deflection Spatial offset 



� Achieving 10-10 extinction is hard, but it’s not useful 
unless we can verify it. 

� Must measure extinction to 10-10 precision 
¡  Roughly 1 proton every 300 bunches! 

� Monitor sensitive to single particles not feasible 
¡  Would have to be blind to the 3x107 particles in the bunch. 

� Focus on statistical technique 
¡  Design a monitor to detect a small fraction of scattered particles 

from target 
¢  10-50 per in-time bunch 

¡  Good timing resolution 
¡  Statistically build up precision profile for in time and out of time 

beam. 

� Goal 
¡  Measure extinction to 10-10 precision in a few hours 
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Extinction monitor

• Select positive tracks of a few GeV/c originating in the
proton target with collimators and a permanent magnet

Pe
te

rK
as

pe
r,

N
U

FA
C

T-
20

12

Andrei Gaponenko 42 TRIUMF 2013-01-17

Selection 
channel built 
into target dump 
channel 

•  Spectrometer 
based on 8 planes 
of ATLAS pixels 

•  Optimized for few 
GeV/c particles 



Target data set: ~3.6x1020 protons in ~3 years 
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µ- → e-νν
•  Ee < mµc2 – ENR – EB 

•  N ∼ (Econversion  - Ee)5 
•  Fraction within 3 MeV of endpoint ∼ 

5x10-15 
•  Defeated by good energy resolution 
 
 
 

1. Muon decay in orbit (DIO) 
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2. Beam Related Backgrounds 
• Radiative π- capture: 
 π-N →N*γ, γZ → e+e-  

• Muon decay in flight:  
µ- → e-νν 
•  Since Ee < mµc2/2, pµ > 77 GeV/c 

• Beam electrons 
• Pion decay in flight: 
      π- → e-νe 
• Suppressed by minimizing beam 

between bunches and waiting 
– Need ≲ 10-10 extinction (see 

previous discussion) 

 

  
 

 

3. Asynchronous Backgrounds 
•  Cosmic rays 

•  suppressed by active and 
passive shielding 

Goal: Prompt background ~equal 
to all other backgrounds 
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� Multiple layers of scintillator panels surround detector 
to veto cosmic rays 

� Efficiency specification: >99.99% 
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�  Cuts chosen to maximize 
signficance 

�  3.6x1020 protons on target 
¡  3 years nominal running  
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Single Event Sensitivity: Rµe=2.9x10-17 

Chapter 3: Muon to Electron Conversion 
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Estimate of the DIO background yield and CE acceptance 
We predict the DIO background and CE yield using the same detailed simulation and 
reconstruction software for both the DIO and CE events as described in Section 3.5.  To 
improve the statistical resolution, the DIO momentum is generated flat between 95 and 
105 MeV, and events are weighted according to the cross section predicted by the 
formula in [23].  Flat generation plus weighting provides better statistical precision in the 
high-momentum part of the spectrum, where the background tracks are most likely to 
originate. To emulate realistic tracker occupancies, the DIO and CE events are overlaid 
with the mixed events (cf. Section 3.5.1) and the track reconstruction algorithm is run, 
exactly the same for DIO and CE events.  The selection criteria of Section 3.5.3 are 
applied. 
 
Figure 3.18 shows the reconstructed momentum spectrum of selected tracks, measured at 
the entrance of the tracker, from the DIO background.  Overlaid is the expected signal 
from conversion electrons assuming Rµe = 1 x 10-16, predicted by the full Mu2e 
simulation.  Both plots contain many hundreds of times more data than are expected for 
Mu2e, but are normalized to the 6.7�1017 muon stops expected in the nominal Mu2e run. 
Selecting tracks with momentum between 103.75 and 105 MeV/c results in a DIO 
background of 0.22�0.03 events, and a CE Single Event Sensitivity (SES) of 2.6�0.07 
�10-17, where the quoted uncertainties are due to limited Monte Carlo statistics and 
corrections for particle-ID and cosmic veto requirements have not yet been included. 

 
Figure 3.18 The simulated reconstructed momentum spectrum for DIO events (blue) and 
conversion electron (CE) events surviving the track selection criteria and assuming Rµe=10-16. 
The distributions are each normalized to the total number of muon stops expected for 3.6×1020 
protons on target. 
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Table 3.4 A summary of the estimated background yields using the selection criteria of Section 
3.5.3. The total run time and corresponding number of protons on target are provided in Table 3.5. 
An extinction of 10-10, a cosmic ray veto inefficiency of 10-4, and particle-identification with a 
muon-rejection of 200 are used. ‘Intrinsic’ backgrounds are those that scale with the number of 
stopped muons, ‘Late Arriving’ backgrounds are those with a strong dependence on the achieved 
extinction, and ‘Miscellaneous’ backgrounds are those that don’t fall into the previous two 
categories. 

Category Background process Estimated yield 
(events) 

Intrinsic Muon decay-in-orbit (DIO) 0.199 ± 0.092  

Muon capture (RMC) 0.000 −0.000
+0.004  

Late Arriving Pion capture (RPC) 0.023 ± 0.006 

Muon decay-in-flight (µ-DIF) <0.003 
Pion decay-in-flight (π-DIF) 0.001 ± <0.001 
Beam electrons 0.003 ± 0.001 

Miscellaneous Antiproton induced 0.047 ± 0.024 
Cosmic ray induced 0.092 ± 0.020 

 Total 0.37 ± 0.10 

 
 
Table 3.5 The expected sensitivity for three years worth of physics running. The single-event 
sensitivity shown here is about a factor of two better than what was achieved for the CDR. This 
improvement is mostly due to improvements in the reconstruction algorithms and other minor 
optimizations. These improvements and optimizations will continue and the sensitivity is 
expected to reach the indicated goal. 

Parameter Value 
Physics run time @ 2 × 107 s/yr.  3 years 

Protons on target per year 1.2 x 1020 

µ– stops in stopping target per proton on target 0.0019 

µ– capture probability 0.609 

Total acceptance x efficiency for the selection criteria of Section 3.5.3  

Single-event sensitivity with Current Algorithms  

Goal 2.4 × 10–17 � 

8.5 ±0.9
1.1( )%

� 

2.87 ±0.27
0.32( ) ×10−17



� Backgrounds 

 
 
� Bottom line: 

¡  Single event sensitivity:  Rµe=3x10-17 

¡  90% C.L. (if no signal)  :    Rµe<7x10-17  
¡  Typical SUSY Signal:  ~40 events or more 
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4 order of 
magnitude 
improvement! 
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1992 Proposed as “MELC” at Moscow Meson Factory 

1997 Proposed as “MECO” at Brookhaven 
   (at this time, experiment incompatible with Fermilab) 

1998-2005 Intensive work on MECO technical design 

July 2005 Entire rare-decay program canceled at Brookhaven 

2006 MECO subgroup + Fermilab physicists work out means to mount 
experiment at Fermilab  

Fall 2008 Mu2e Proposal submitted to Fermilab 

November 2008 Stage 1 approval. Formal Project Planning begins 

November 2009 DOE Grants CD-0 

July 2012 CD-1 

March 2015 CD-2/3b 

In DOE project-speak, this is the 
first “Critical Decision”: Statement 
of mission need = official existence 

Approval of baseline and money 
for long lead elements 

Things are really happening 
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Cable acceptance 

Mu2e!

Transport Solenoid Prototype Testing!
•  Prototype module (ASG) arrived at FNAL Dec 23rd!
•  Warm tests - module meets specs!

! Dimension validations: dimensions w/i tolerances!
! Cooling tube leak and pressure tests!
! Room temperature electrical tests!
! Room temperature magnetic measurements!

•  Next step is cold test at CHL!
•  Electrical tests at LHe temperatures!
•  Module tests at full power!
•  Room temperature tests after LHe tests !

J. Whitmore - All Experimenter's Meeting!7! 2/9/15!

Successful test of Transport 
Solenoid segment 
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Leak Tests

Ran Tests With York Straws 1,2,4,8 and 10:

Characterize performance of new chambers

Compare York straw rates of past & present

Identify changes needed before 2.0

Provide data to develop new analyzer

Jason Bono (Rice University) Tracker Meeting March 2, 2015 2 / 13
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Figure 9.51. Cosmic ray test stand used to calibrate the calorimeter prototype.  

Figure 9.52. Distributions of events selected with the cosmic ray trigger and a tight column 
selection. The charge distribution for four calorimeter channels is shown on the left. The energy 
sum for the four calorimeter columns is shown on the right. 

Measurement of timing resolution 
Two different methods are employed to determine the timing resolution achievable with 
the calorimeter prototype. Laser pulses were first used to tune the algorithm and check 
the timing response of the FEE and digitization systems. A selected MIP sample was later 
used to determine the calorimeter timing. In the laser case, the time resolution was 
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Mu2e!
63!

Schedule!
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� Next questions: 
¡  What’s the µèeγ signal (if any) 
¡  What’s the target dependence? 
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Figure 3.22 Nine toy Mu2e experiments, based on GEANT4 simulations assuming for Rµe=10-16, 
each with the full expected Mu2e statistics.  The blue histogram is from DIO, the red from CE 
events. The DIO spectrum in the range 100 MeV/C < P < 102.5 MeV/C is fit to a polynomial, and 
extrapolated into the signal window to estimate the DIO background. 

 
The coherent scaling of the tracker hit rates depicted in Figure 3.23 is an overly 
conservative thing to do since the various processes contributing the accidental hits have 
independent sources of uncertainty that affect the track reconstruction performance in 
differing ways. To quantify the effect of these uncertainties on the DIO background yield 
and CE acceptance, we perform dedicated simulation studies, where the rate of each 
individual physical source accidental hits is varied within its uncertainties.  For instance, 
the rate of neutrons produced in muon capture in aluminum was measured to be 1.26 ± 
0.06 [49]. The spectrum of those neutrons however is uncertain, and we have evaluated 
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� Both prompt and DIO 
backgrounds must be 
lowered to measure 

� Must upgrade all aspects 
of production, transport 
and detection. 

� Must compare different 
targets. 

� Optimize muon transport 
and detector for short 
bound muon lifetimes. 

� Backgrounds might not be 
as important. 

Yes No 

Mu2e 
Signal? 

Rµe ~ 10-18 
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� Different models predict different target dependence 
and different relative rates for µNèeN and µèeγ
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• Vary Z  to probe new physics

Vγ
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�  We have proposed a realistic experiment to measure 

¢  Single event sensitivity of Rµe=3x10-17 

¢  This represents an improvement of four orders of magnitude 
compared to the existing limit, or over a factor of ten in effective 
mass reach. For comparison 

�  TeV -> LHC = factor of 7 (difference in luminosity makes in comparable) 
�  LEP 200 -> ILC = factor of 2.5 

�  ANY signal would be unambiguous proof of physics beyond the 
Standard Model 

�  The absence of a signal would be a very important constraint on 
proposed new models. 

Rµe ≡
Γ µ−Al→ e− +Al( )

Γ µ−Al→  All Captures( )( )
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�  At our level of sensitivity, we hit fundamental limits with this technique 
¡  Simply increasing the proton flux will not improve the limit dramatically 

�  Improve momentum resolution for the ~100 MeV electrons to reject high 
energy tails from ordinary DIO electrons. 
¡  Limited by multiple scattering in target and detector plane 

 è go to bunched, mono-energetic muon beam, allowing for thinner target 

�  Allow longer decay time for pions to decay 
�  Both of these lead to a decay/compressor ring 

�  Other issues with increased flux 
¡  Upgrade target and capture solenoid to handle higher proton rate 

¢  Target heating 
¢  Quenching or radiation damage to production solenoid 

¡  High rate detector 

�  All of these efforts will benefit immensely from the knowledge and 
experience gained during the initial phase of the experiment. 

�  If we see a signal a lower flux, can use increased flux to study in detail 
¡  Precise measurement of Rµe 

¡  Target dependence 
¡  Comparison with µ→eγ rate 
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“Preac” - Static 
Cockroft-Walton 
generator accelerates H- 
ions from 0 to 750 KeV.   

“Old linac”(LEL)- accelerate 
H- ions from 750 keV to 116 
MeV 

“New linac” (HEL)- 
Accelerate H- ions from 
116 MeV to 400 MeV 
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•  The Main Injector can accept 8 GeV 
protons OR antiprotons from 

•  Booster 

•  The anti-proton accumulator 

•  The 8 GeV Recycler (which shares 
the same tunnel and stores 
antiprotons) 

• It can accelerate protons to 120 GeV (in a 
minimum of 1.4 s) and deliver them to  

•  The antiproton production target. 

•  The fixed target area. 

•  The NUMI beamline. 

• It can accelerate protons OR antiprotons 
to 150 GeV and inject them into the 
Tevatron. 
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� Protons are 
accelerated to 120 
GeV in Main Injector 
and extracted to pBar 
target 

� pBars are collected 
and phase rotated in 
the “Debuncher” 

� Transferred to the 
“Accumulator”, where 
they are cooled and 
stacked 

� pBars not used after 
collider. 
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�  Beam Delivered in 15 Hz “batches” from the Fermilab Booster 
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Figure 5.2. The accelerator timeline is shared between Mu2e and NO!A.  The blue and red bars 
represent Mu2e and NO!A proton batch injections respectively. Mu2e Recycler Ring beam 
manipulations occur in the first eight 15 Hz ticks.  NO!A proton batches are slip-stacked during 
the remaining twelve 15 Hz ticks.  The total length of a cycle is 20 ticks = 1.333 sec. 

The preparations required for the existing Antiproton Source beamlines and for the 
Delivery Ring for the Mu2e experiment are largely equivalent to the requirements of the 
Muon g-2 experiment. Thus, the Delivery Ring and proton transport preparations for both 
experiments will be accomplished as an Accelerator Improvement Project (AIP). The 
conceptual design for this AIP is given in Reference [6]. 

 
The Delivery Ring to Mu2e target external beamline is a new facility that transports 

the proton beam to the Mu2e pion production target (Section 5.7). The external beamline 
contains a beam extinction insert that removes out-of-time beam to the required level 
(Section 5.8).  Upon arrival at the Mu2e pion production target, the beam interacts with a 
tungsten target inside the shielded super-conducting production solenoid (Section 5.1).  
The resulting pions decay, producing the muons that will ultimately constitute the muon 
beam for the experiment. A Heat and Radiation Shield (HRS) lines the inside of the 
production solenoid (Figure 5.3) to prevent quenches from the heat radiated from the 
target and to protect the solenoid super-conducting coils from radiation damage. 

5.1.3 Macro Time Structure of the Proton Beam 

The Mu2e experiment must share the Recycler Ring with the NO!A experiment, 
which uses the Recycler for proton slip-stacking. This sharing is accomplished by 
performing the required Mu2e beam manipulations in the Recycler prior to the injection 
of the first proton batch designated for NO!A. There are a total of twenty possible proton 
batch injections into the Recycler Ring from the Booster within each Main Injector cycle.  
These proton injections will occur at a maximum rate of 15 Hz (one batch every 



�  Additional 10-5 extinction from beam delivery system 
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� Generally, particles move in a 
helical trajectory 

� For high momentum particles,  
�  the curvature is used to measure  
�  the momentum 
� Low momentum particles are 

effectively “trapped” along 
the field lines 

� A particle trapped along a curved 
solenoidal field will drift out of the  
plane of curvature with a velocity 
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10 MeV/c particle 
will have a radius of 
3 cm in a 1 T field 
 

vdrift =
γm
q
R̂× B̂
RB

v||
2 +.5v⊥

2( )Can be used to 
resolve charge and 

momentum! 



�  Extracting all the beam at once is easy, but 
we want to extract it slowly over ~60 ms 
(~35,000 revolutions) 

�  Use nonlinear (sextupole) magnets to drive a 
harmonic instability 

�  Extract unstable beam as it propagates 
outward 
¡  Standard technique in accelerator physics 
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�  Detail: 
¡  3x107 p/bunch 
¡  1.7 µsec bunch spacing 
¡  ~30% duty factor 
¡  ~1.2x1020 protons year 
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The resulting pions decay, producing the muons that will ultimately constitute the muon 
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production solenoid (Figure 5.3) to prevent quenches from the heat radiated from the 
target and to protect the solenoid super-conducting coils from radiation damage. 
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The Mu2e experiment must share the Recycler Ring with the NO!A experiment, 
which uses the Recycler for proton slip-stacking. This sharing is accomplished by 
performing the required Mu2e beam manipulations in the Recycler prior to the injection 
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